
 

 

TWINBROOK SCHOOLS 

PRIMARY ONE ENGLISH LESSON NOTES 
WEEK 3 

Wednesday, 8th July, 2020  
 

My name is...................................................................................... 

I am in primary one …………… …………………………………... 
 

Dear learners, welcome to today’s lesson. 

Health tip 

Wash your hands with clean water and soap before 

touching the soft parts. 

Learning outcome 

By the end of this lesson, you should be able to; 

 differentiate between a vowel sound and a consonant 

sound. 

 use articles a and an correctly 
 
 

Lesson 1 

Articles “a” and “an”. 

Article a 

Article a is used on single nouns that begin with a consonant 

sound. 

Examples 

a bag                                a pencil 

a chair                              a door 

a knife                               a mat 



 

 

a television                        a nest 

a snake                              a basket 

Article an 

Article an is used on single nouns that begin with a vowel 

sound. 

Examples 

an elephant                                      an insect 

an egg                                                an umbrella 

an owl                                                 an ant 

an arrow                                             an apple 

an inkpot                                             an axe 

an ostrich                                             an orange 

Activity 

Fill in a/an in the spaces correctly. 

a. This is ........................................... book. 

b. Show me .................................... orange. 

c. She is eating ..................................... egg. 

d. Musa has ............................. pen and .................... book. 

e.  .................................. apple is a fruit. 

f. ................................. cow is a domestic animal. 

g. Bring me ......................... umbrella and ..................... book. 



 

 

Friday, 10th July, 2020 

 

Lesson 2  

Dear learner, welcome to this lesson on singular and plural. 

Learning outcome 

By the end of this lesson, you should be able to form the 

plural of words correctly. 

Plurals of nouns by adding “s” 

Singular means one 

Plural means many 

One                                  Many 

hen                                   hens 

pen                                   pens 

farm                                 ______________   

ship                                   ______________ 

school                               ______________ 

basket                               ______________ 

spoon                                ______________ 

boy                                    _______________ 

flower                                _______________ 

Activity 

Complete the sentences correctly. 

1. Tom has one book but Mary has seven ____________. 



 

 

2. Dorothy has one chair but Rose has nine ___________. 

3. One orange but three ________________. 

4. One bicycle but twelve _______________. 

5. One ____________ but many houses. 

6. One _____________ but many tables. 


